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APCRA prospective case study has 3 major phases and aims to bridge new 
approach methods (NAMs) to the need for any additional data in an 
international context

• Building confidence in the connections between NAMs and traditional toxicology studies
• Inform needs for data-poor substances in an international context

In silico and in vitro NAMs for 
toxicodynamics and 

toxicokinetics
~200 substances

Goal: Point of departure (POD) 
estimates and insights into 

hazard

5-day rodent studies using 
transcriptomics in liver/kidney

~20 substances
Goal: Greater certainty in POD

Development of a NAM-
enhanced 90-day study?

# of substances tbd
Goal: Confirmation of POD from 

5-day studies and/or hazard 
profile, if needed

Led by Tomasz Sobanski at 
ECHA with contributions from 

scientists across the world



Can we build a broad NAM-informed framework that is protective and 
predictive of in vivo effects, with more biological information?

Several key retrospective learnings for 448 data-
rich chemicals included:
• A protective point of departure (POD) based 

on in vitro new approach methods (NAMs) 
could be derived for most chemicals

• PODNAM informed bioactivity:exposure ratios 
for prioritization

• PODNAM was useful as a comparator to 
threshold of toxicological concern (PODTTC)

Thesis statement: we can use 
toxicodynamic and 

toxicokinetic NAMs to inform 
selection of “data-poor” 
chemicals for additional 

screening in models such as a 
5-day assay.

Several key learnings for 18 data-rich chemicals 
included:
• A lower bound POD based on high-throughput 

transcriptomic data in the liver and kidney 
were largely within a factor of 5 for the lowest 
in vivo histopathological PODs from 90d and 
2yr repeat dose studies in rodents

• This 5-day paradigm could inform estimates of 
chemical exposure that produce minimal 
bioactivity



In silico and in vitro NAMs are combined prospectively to identify 
chemicals with putative hazard and BER based prioritization

5 potentially overlapping groups 
that the NAM data can inform for 

selection of chemicals for 
additional screening

• Refine assay battery and 
include assays with broad 
biological coverage

• Refine IVIVE approach
• Experiment to understand 

which data may be most 
informative of PODtraditional

• Include indicators of putative 
hazard and related interests 
(hazard flags) 

• Include updated exposure 
predictions for BER



More detail on the data generated and how it 
informed the workflow



In vitro bioactivity screening data were generated for ~200 chemicals, including 
96 “data-rich” chemicals and 104 relatively “data-poor” substances

• Large data collection exercise was undertaken with EPA, ASTAR, and JRC using chemicals identified from the ToxCast 
chemical library that were “data-poor” and/or were of regulatory interest

• Overlap with APCRA retrospective project allows for evaluation of results
• In vitro potency generally spanned 3 orders of log10 magnitude, with 

most potencies in the 1-100 micromolar range.
• Some technologies defined the minimum potency more frequently.

Frequency of technology 
defining minimum 
chemical potency



IVIVE approach based on R library ‘httk’
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Generic 
toxicokinetic 

models
in vitro data • Preference to PBTK model over 3 

compartment steady state model

• Preference to in vitro HTTK data 
over in silico HTTK predictions

• Predictive modeling of available 
estimates of a lower bound in vivo 
POD using AEDs from 3 
compartment steady state or PBTK 
modeling failed to show unique 
improvement



Using 156/195 chemicals with PODAED50 and PODtraditional suggest 
approaches for selecting a benchmark PODAED50

(A) Minimum AED50s by assay 
technology fail to suggest that a 
single technology can accurately 
predict estimates of PODtraditional

HIPPTox data from BEAS2B, HepG2, and 
HK2 cells are designed to yield estimates 
of tissue adversity and tend to be higher 
than other in vitro technologies

aed.50.astar.hk2

(B) The median from the set of minimum 
AED50s by assay technology performs 

fairly well in predicting estimates of 
PODtraditional

A multi-linear regression model performs 
slightly better than the median. Other 
machine learning models failed to reduce 
the RMSE below 1.1 log10-mg/kg/day.

(C) Predicting estimates of PODtraditional
with TD and TK NAMs resulted in RMSE 
that approach 1 to 1.2 log10-mg/kg/day

If no other data were available, a possible 
adjustment factor to ensure conservatism 
for using PODAED50 could be ~ 1 log10-
mg/kg/day



How does the overall level of conservatism of POD compare to 
the retrospective case study?

Retrospective paper (Fig 7) Preliminary prospective analysis for the 157/200 
chemicals with PODtrad

It seems we’ve eliminated the ultra-conservative PODNAM values and somewhat improved the median comparison of 
PODNAM, 50 to POD, noting that this is not the matched-chemical analysis (different chemicals in the left and right figures). 

Median difference 
is ~-0.15



Building confidence: In silico PODSAR and in vitro 
PODAED50

• A PODAED50 based on the median of minimum 
AED50s by assay technology is an empirical 
and less conservative estimate of POD than 
TTC that overlaps with the distribution of 
PODtraditional

• Min AED50 is more conservative/overlapping 
with TTC

• TTC may appear more conservative because 
safety/uncertainty factors are built into the 
approach

TTC values were based on Cramer classes, including a specific class for 
organophosphates and carbamates.

No TTC values for genotoxic carcinogens were used.



How well does PODAED50 recapitulate the order of 
PODtraditional?

Condition % of chemicals with 
PODtraditional < 10

PODmedAED50 < 10 61%

PODmedAED50 < 100 85%

PODmedAED50 < 1000 99%



We use median BER as an indicator for triaging in screening, but we can also 
examine the assays (and biology) driving minimum potency values.

Unpublished - do not distribute



• PODNAM < 1 mg/kg/day may have 
some importance in prioritization

• Recall that using the median 
AED50 to predict the in vivo 5th

percentile PODtraditional appeared 
reasonable

• 49/195 substances have a BER < 6

Red italic indicates APCRA 
retrospective chemical

We use median BER as an indicator for triaging in screening, but we can 
also examine the assays (and biology) driving minimum potency values.



CERAPP

COMPARA

ToxCast ER 
model

ToxCast 
AR model

Endocrine flags

<
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In silico In vitro 

TEST STM

STM, 
selective

Developmental flag

In silico In vitro 

HTTK, 
plasma 
t1/2 > 90 

days

Serum half-life flag

In silico/in vitro 

Acute MEA 
bioactive 

concentration 
= minimum 

bioactive 
concentration

Acute neuroactive flag

In vitro 

BioMAP
• Markers of ↓ T-cell 

proliferation
• Decreased IgG and B-

cell proliferation
• Selective cytotoxicity 

to PBMCs

Immunosuppression flag
In vitro 

Technologies with min 
PODNAM

In vitro 

Minimum 
AED50 from all 
technologies?

Median PODNAM < 1 
mg/kg/day

In vitro 

Median 
AED50 < 1 

mg/kg/day?

Large variance in 
PODNAM

In silico/In vitro 

Standard 
deviation > 1 

log10-
mg/kg/day?

Are certain 
target tissues 
indicated as 

more sensitive 
from HIPPTox?

Possible flags to identify priority chemicals for further 
information



NAM-based target 
organ hazard flags

• 36 substances are in the “data poor” group 
(prospective case study only) and have log10-
BER < 6 (shown to the right).

• Bioactivity in models of organ-based toxicity 
can be used as hazard flags.

• These hazard flags can be reviewed by 
potency.



Hazard flags for endocrine 
and developmental toxicity 

• 36 substances are in the “data poor” group 
(prospective case study only) and have log10-
BER < 6 (shown to the right).

• Bioactivity in in silico (0.5) and in vitro (1) 
NAMs can be used to indicate putative 
endocrine and/or developmental hazard.

• DEV = STM positive
• DEV-S = STM positive that is selective
• DEV-TEST = TEST model prediction > 0.7
• T1/2 = half-life predicted to be > 90 days (8 

substances in the case study)



Will these be useful general decision cases for 
understanding chemical behavior in Tier 1?

General decision case for further 
screening

Preliminary read-outs

Low BER, data poor, hazards of interest <12 substances after refined searches

PODNAM and PODtrad agreement 48 substances (out of 157 with PODtrad) 
have a difference within ± 0.5 log10-
mg/kg/day; 82 within ± 1 log10-
mg/kg/day

NAM-informed safety 29 substances have a PODNAM > 300 
mg/kg/day; 15/29 have a BER > 7; most 
of these have limited flags

PODNAM >> PODtrad 7 substances with log10-POD ratio > 2 
(> 100-fold different)

PODNAM << PODtrad 17 substances with log10-POD ratio < -2
(> 100-fold different)



In silico and in vitro NAMs are combined prospectively to identify 
chemicals with putative hazard and BER based prioritization

5 potentially overlapping groups 
that the NAM data can inform for 

selection of chemicals for 
additional screening

• Refine assay battery and 
include assays with broad 
biological coverage

• Refine IVIVE approach
• Experiment to understand 

which data may be most 
informative of PODtraditional

• Include indicators of putative 
hazard and related interests 
(hazard flags) 

• Include updated exposure 
predictions for BER
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